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March 21, 2020  
 
Dear Players, 

We hope that you are taking care of yourselves and your families in this difficult time. 
Please continue to take extra precaution to stay healthy, including wash hands frequently, avoid 
touching your face, and practice social distancing.  This is unlike anything any of us have ever 
had to experience.  If you are having a hard time with this unique situation or just need 
somebody to talk to, please reach out to any of your coaches.  We are here for you and will 
continue to be here for you. 

While we are unable to meet as a team, we would like to provide you with some 
conditioning and training drills in the event that our season might continue this spring.  These 
drills are meant to be completed individually or with a single partner.  It is not recommended to 
meet up with multiple teammates at this time.  For any workouts, we recommend that you wash 
hands, use hand sanitizer, and wipe down any training tools (gloves, balls, bats, etc.) with 
disinfecting wipes before and after you use them. 

There is ongoing communication at the State level regarding the status of spring sports. 
We will update you as we know more. Please feel free to reach out to us if you have questions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
BHS Coaching Staff 
Mark Rober-COVID-19  
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5-dI74zxPg
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Movement (Meadors) 

 
 

 

Exercise Progressions         WARMUPS  
1 

Walking Movement 
1. High Knee Pull 

(Develop postural extension & quality hip flexion at walk tempo) 
 

a. Tall posture … Each step grab the knee of the swing leg and pull high and tight to 
the chest.                     *** At the same time extend up high onto the ball of foot 
support leg 

 
b. Each landing step (L / R) remember - contact the ground over  full foot - the weight 

forward on foot 
.  

c. The shin is over the “instep” rather than over the “heel” 
. 

2.  “Gate Swings”   (FORWARD   /   BACKWARD) 
(Develop postural extension & quality lateral hip flexion) 

a. Tall posture … Each step drive the swing knee and toe up and out to the side, 
above knee level.                               *** At the same time extend up high onto the 
toe of the support leg 

 
b. With each landing step (L / R) - bring the swing foot back to the front as 

walking across large log. 
 

3. Straight leg March 
(Develop postural extension & elevated hip flexion) 

 

a. Tall posture … arms extended out at eye level 
 

b. Each step  (L / R)  … raise the swing leg up so that the foot touches the eye level 



hand 
 

c. Extend up the toe of the support leg … “dorsi-flex” (toe up) … support leg  
 

d. Maintain “high hip posture” - pull the long leg back underneath to contact the 
ground - weight forward on the foot 

 

4. Heel Walk 
     (Mobilize hip, stretch calf, strengthen dorsi-flexion foot - preventative measures vs shin 

splints) 

a. Walking posture  
b. Lock knees 
c. Dorsi-flex the ankle . . . (toe up) . . . only portion of the foot contacting the 
ground is the heel 

  
5. Toe Walk 

       (Mobilize the hip, stretch the shins, strengthen the ankle, and muscles of the calf) 
 

a.   Walking posture 
b.    Lock knees 
c.    Plantar-flex the ankle . . . (toe down) 
d.    Alternate opposite leg and hand touch   (L hand   R toe . . . R hand  L toe) 

 

6. Straight Leg Toe Grab / Touch 
      (Flexion at the hip and stretch the back side of the leg and low back) 

 

a.  Walking posture 
b.   Step out with a straight leg (L / R) and dorsi-flexed foot 
c.   Hinge the torso at the hip 
d.   Reach out with the opposite hand and grab the toe   (L hand   R toe . . . R hand  L 

toe) 
 

Exercise Progressions        WARMUPS 
2 

 

Lunging Movement 
1. Forward Lunge 

(Mobilize the hip, stretch the glutes, hamstrings & hip extensor, improve posture, 
strengthen core) 

 
a. Walking posture 
b. Step out to a full foot landing flex (L / R) 
c. Back leg until the knee “gently touches ground” under the hip 
d. Shoulders back … over the hips and back knee. 

 

2. Side to Side Lunge 
(Mobilize hip, stretch the glutes, hamstrings & groin muscles, improve posture, & 



strengthen core) 

a. Walking posture 
b. Step out sideways . . .  full foot landing 
c. Flex the back leg slightly 
d. Push off with the back leg 
e. Stride through rotating side to side with this alternate lunging sequence  
f. Maintain the shoulders back . . . over the hips and chest spread 

 

3. Backward Lunge 
(Mobilize hip, stretch glutes, hamstrings, hip extensor, improve posture, balance, 

strengthen core) 
 

a. Normal stance 
b. Step backward flexing the leg until the knee “gently touches the ground” … under hip 
c. Push off with the front leg, stride through and repeat with this alternate lunge  (L / R) 

 
 
 
 

Crawling Movement 
1. Hands & Heels 

       (Mobilize hip, stretch muscles of legs, low back, and shoulder while strengthening the 
core) 

 
a. Walking posture 
b. Hinge at hip . . . until the palms of both hands and the heel of both feet are on the 

ground 
c. Alternate the walking sequence back and forth 

 

 

2. Mountain Climb 
(Mobilize hips, stretch leg muscles, low back, shoulders-strengthen core - hip 

flexors / extensors) 

a. Hands and feet on the surface 
b. Step forward 1-foot until it lands fully past the same side hand. 
c. Alternate this right foot past right hand, left foot past left hand 

 

 
 

Exercise Progressions        WARMUPS 
3 

 



Skipping Movement 
            “Overemphasized” Forward Skip 

(Mobilize hips, stretch leg muscles, low back & shoulders - increase  movement 
tempo) 

a.  Step powerfully in a step-hop-step-hop rhythmic manner 
b.  Lead leg steps in the desired direction & pushes the hip 
c.  Steps should be of good stride and the hops very quick 
d.  Swing knee - raised above knee level…in  early stages may require “clapping of 

hands underneath” 
 

1st variation 
a. Exaggerated arm swings backward and upward for increased mobilization of 

the torso 
 

         2nd variation  
a. Add a twisting of the knee across the midline of the body (through the transverse 

plane) 
 
 
 

Lateral Movements 
 

1. Shuffle 
(Mobilize  hips, knees, & ankles while stretching the groin and hamstrings) 

 
a. Push outside leg … with … counter of the inside leg 
b. Feet “never cross”  …  stay pointed straight ahead (perpendicular to desired direction) 
c. Should be “smooth glide" … along the ground 

 

       Variation  
a. Swing and rhythmically encircle the arms simultaneously. 

 
2. Lateral skip 

(Mobilize hips, knees, & ankles - plus groin & hamstrings stretch, also improves lateral 
“push mechanics & hip projection) 

 
a. Push off with the right leg … land on that same leg … execute this right-right-left 

movement 
b. Trail / outside leg “pushes hip” in lateral direction … lead leg then moves to maintain 

AP position 
c. “Steps” should be of good stride . . . AP position 
d.  “Hops” very quickly. 

 

 

3. Carioca 
(Mobilize rotational aspects of hips, knees, & ankles …stretching groin, hamstrings & 
trunk muscles) 



 
a. Step (lateral) in the desired direction . . . L / R 
b. “Crossover”  in front of body  with  “trail leg” (back leg) 
c. “Lead leg” stepping again to side (same direction) 
d. Then “Lead leg” crossing over behind body &  the trail leg 
e. Steps … front, behind, front, behind movements… with “low center of gravity” & 

“loose, twist hips” 
 

       Variation  
a. Maintain taller hips and have the trail knee crossover above the waist. 

 

Exercise Progressions          WARMUPS  
4 

 

Backward Movement 
1. Backward Run 

(Mobilize hips & low back, stretch hip flexor & quadriceps…develops opposing 
muscles & balances out the run load ….. This exercise will be used a great deal 
in cool-down) 

 
a. Torso held exactly as it would when running forward the athlete will "lead 

with the feet" and reach back trying to gain as much ground with each 
stride 

 
 

2. Backpedal 
(Mobilize the hips and low back, stretch quadriceps & hamstrings. also develops 

ability to move in a low hip set position with feet staying beneath the center of 
gravity) 

a. Bend at the hips and knees keeping the shoulders positioned over the knees 
b. Athlete must keep this position while pushing with the feet and leading with the 
hips 

c. Pick the knees “UP” …. And… not the heels back 
d. Elbows are pumped backward and rebounded forward the same as forward running 
motion. 

 

 

3. Backward skip 
(Mobilize the hips and low back, stretch the quadriceps, gluts, and hamstrings ….. 

Enhances the ability to move quickly with backward “push” mechanics and the 
feet staying beneath the center of gravity) 

 
a. Bend at the hips and knees … keep the shoulders positioned over the knees 
b. Performed with the same  . . . step, hop, step, hop pattern . . . as forward or laterally 
c. Step back … then … hops on that foot . . . then steps back with the next foot and hops 
d. Torso is held high and the arms pumped the same as the other forward and backward 

mechanics. 



 

 

4. Backward Shuffle 
(Mobilize the hips, knees, and ankles while dynamically stretching the glutes, groin and 
hamstrings) 
(also includes rotational movements at hip to maintain a forward sight-line with linear 
backward movement) 

 

a. facing forward and shuffling  two steps in a straight line backwards   . . . “THEN” 
b. “open pivot” change lead legs … still  facing forward but perform two shuffle steps 

backward on other side 
c. Shuffle … Shuffle ... “pivot”... Shuffle … Shuffle ,... “pivot”  . . . . continuously in a straight 

line backwards. 
 

 

 

 

Concentration Throwing Program
 

 

 (Scholl)- 45 seconds each station (Back up two steps repeat the same step twice.) IF -  keep 
elbow parallel to ground (Bow draw) when taking the ball out of the glove. 
Catchers - 1 out of every 3rd throw “transfer -game like” 

Goal: Never Let the ball touch the Ground 
1. Two Knees 

a. Break @ chest 
2. One Knee 

a. Elbow past knee 
3. Square up Drill 

a. Turn (closing off front side) Throw 
4. 60 feet - Rock Back Throw 

a.  Break hands at chest 
5. 90 feet - Rock front,  Back and Throw 

a. Break hands in the middle of chest 
6. 100 feet - Right, left, throw, Follow 
7. Right, Left, Shuffle, Follow 
8. Glove on the ground - Right, Left, throw, follow 



9. Glove on the ground - Right, Left, Shuffle, Follow 
10. Crow hop to distance needed. 
11. 30 feet - Quick hands (IF) 

 
 

Find your position group(s) for suggested individual drills and 
practice 

 
 

Pitchers (Weber/Peterson) 
 

Fellas, 
 

I hope everyone had a great Easter weekend spent with your families (best we can at the 
given time).  Gotta love seeing sun shine then back to MN springs with a half a foot of snow. 
Hope everyone and their families/friends are healthy.  Diving into this week’s lesson: 
 

This week the focus is on concentration (ironic huh?).  Concentration eliminates tension. 
What I mean by this is that when pitching, if your concentration is honed in on the situation at 
hand, you don’t allow your brain to create tension and stress.  In turn, you are allowing yourself 
to let your training and best abilities take over. 

There are a handful of examples that stick out to me when I was able to actually apply the 
advice in a big situation.  One that sticks out is when we were in the Junior College world series 
and I was our closer for DMACC.  I came in to pitch in extra innings (we were home team), so 
obviously there was a fair amount of pressure to begin with.  Secondly, it was the night cap 
game, as we were ranked #1 and our opponent was ranked #2 in the nation at the time.  Both 
teams were playing to get one game closer to the national championship.  A few thousand fans 
were in attendance and the place had a steady buzz throughout.  A perfect night to play playoff 
college baseball. 

We rallied from behind to tie the game late, and it was the 10th inning when I came in. 
Runners at 2nd and 3rd with 1 out.  At this point, everyone was on their feet, as the game was at 
a turning point.  As I jogged out to the mound, I remember looking around and realizing this is 
the exact moment I hoped for when dreaming about pitching in college.  Thousands of fans 
cheering, a potential national championship on the line, and the coach giving me the ball.  The 
excitement/nerves started kicking as I got to the mound. 

Not sure if my emotions were apparent on my facial expressions, but I was doing 
whatever I could to calm myself and slow my breathing as I got to the mound.  My coach looked 
at me and said three sentences, “Hey what’s up B?  Do what you do.  Strike them both out.”  He 



then handed me the ball and calmly walked away like it was just another day at the office.  As 
my catcher jogged back to home plate, I started my normal warm-up routine and my brain 
clicked.  It didn’t matter the stage, it didn’t matter the situation, it didn’t matter who was in the 
box, the status quo stays the same - just do what I do. 

As a high school baseball player, it can be tough to control your emotions all the time, 
and sometimes they get the better of you.  A way to separate yourself from competition is to 
control those emotions and focus on the things you can control.  In the above example, I was put 
into a situation that I had nothing to do with.  I didn’t give up any runs or baserunners to get into 
that situation, nor did I score any of the runs for my team to come back so I could pitch.  Instead, 
my job was to come in and give my team a chance.  Regardless of whether there were 5 fans or 
5,000, the job is the same - attack hitters and make them hit my stuff.  Same old same different 
day…a routine.  With the game of baseball being a game of failure, you need routine - your 
saving grace to trust yourself during the bad and keep you consistent during the good.  

That night, I was successful because of my routine.  I allowed myself to control my 
emotions and feed off the energy in the stadium to my benefit with relaxed intensity, rather than 
let the situation become too big for me.  I ended up doing my job and we walked them off an 
inning later to move on to the next round.  It was a moment that I used numerous times going to 
help me believe in myself when I was called upon in big situations. 

Everyone has their own stories and situations that have been big for them, and this one is 
simply one for me.  You all have the ability to rise up to meet a challenge.  When doing so, let 
yourself relax into your routine and clean your brain so it can work methodically and efficiently. 
You do more harm than good when thinking too much.  Again, this is why we have routines. 
Watch an interview of a NFL player after the superbowl, listen to an interview of a MLB player 
after the world series and he dissects his approach, whether it be pitching or hitting.  They ALL 
have routines.  They ALL treat it as another day, another game, another snap, another pitch.  This 
is why they have achieved success - they ALLOW themselves to.  

We all do not have the same athletic abilities - we know this.  But we do all have a brain, 
and no matter your physical abilities, you have the ability to train and make your brain a huge 
asset for yourself.  As baseball continues to teach me, the skills we learn from this beautiful 
game transcends much further than the diamond. 

 
Until next week, take care fellas and please reach out! 
952-769-7138 
 
 

Pitching Continued - (Web) 
 

PITCHERS DAILY ROUTINE 
 
CONDITIONING LEGS 

1.  Ladder drills (see attached video) 



2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGetp1-TwKI 
3. Choose 4 - 5 different ladder drills each day.  You do not need a ladder to do these drills. 

Can use cones or imagination to create cones or ladders. 
4. Day 1 - Run a mile in the neighborhood - enjoy the sun and fresh air.  Run it in 9 minutes 

or less.  Day 2 - speed workout.  Run 10 fifty yard dashes.  Start at 75% and work your 
way up to 100%.  Run a 50 yard dash and walk 50 yards and then run your next 50 yard 
dash.  Day 3 - run 2 miles in the neighborhood - run it in 20 minutes or less.  Day 4 - 
Follow drills on this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nozNqYmBlwI 

5. Day 5 - Rest 3   Day 6 - Cleveland Indians work out - 20 yards apart - run back and forth. 
Every 30 seconds for as long as you can.  The old Burnsville Blaze Pacer Run 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNIvDxGDg0g 

6. Day 7 - cone drills - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EviGUIQ3-Zc 
 
CONDITIONING ARM 

1.  Follow Blaze throwing program  mentioned earlier and arm band 
program.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cNN2hxN3-U 
 

2. If you have a throwing partner finish with glove side down. (Make sure to wipe hands 
with a wipe if you throw with a partner) From 45 - 50” throw 10 pitches in both stretch 
and windup concentrating on hitting glove/target - low outside corner. 

3. Flat ground work out  Day 1 - 25 - 40 pitches.  throw to 4 key spots - high inside, low 
inside, high outside, low outside.  Mix in fastballs and change ups. 

4. Flat ground work out Day 2 - Glove side down routine for 20 - 25 pitches.  Go to 60’ and 
throw 10/10/10 - 10 fastballs, 10 change ups, 10 curveballs.  If no throwing partner take a 
bucket of baseballs and throw against a fence or a reinforced wall/building.  Harder 
rubber ball with similar weight to a baseball is a good option if throwing on your own. 

5. Flat ground work out day 3 - glove side down for 20 - 25 pitches.  Go to 60” and throw 
35 - 50 pitches.  Make sure to throw from both stretch and wind up.  60% fastballs 
locating to both corners and 3 - 0 fastballs down the middle. Mix in breaking balls and 
change ups for the final 20 - 25 pitches. 

 
PITCHING MECHANICS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-X26cwcxfRU 
 
PITCHING DRILLS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZTlrTZOJRs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRaAZwX_dEg 
 
PICK OFF MOVES 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGetp1-TwKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nozNqYmBlwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNIvDxGDg0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EviGUIQ3-Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cNN2hxN3-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-X26cwcxfRU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZTlrTZOJRs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRaAZwX_dEg


1.  Work on pick off moves to all bases with greatest emphasis on first base and second 
base.  Think about accuracy, quick feet, squaring up shoulders and hips to your throwing 
base along with short arm slot.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jI-gKRIkjZU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLB8m_Cd6DQ 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Catchers (Scholl/Schiller) 
CATCHER WORKOUT 

 
 

These are difficult times we are living in today, but that does not allow us the excuse of 

failing to get better day by day just because team activities have been postponed for the time 

being.  We have attached more than a few drills to keep everyone busy during this brief hiatus 

in organized baseball. I hope that everyone receiving this doesn't cheat themselves out of the 

opportunity we are given at this time to improve themselves not only as baseball players, but as 

responsible young men.  

 

Please practice the following when you have time to do so this can be done inside or out with 

someone tossing you the ball or bounce it off a solid wall by yourself. 

 

***On average a catcher on game day will catch between 100-200 pitches. Block 5-10 balls 

and throw 3-5 times.  Based on this information - you will know where to spend most of your 

time in practice. 

 

(updated Apr. 16th) RECEIVING POINTS: 

 

1. Thumb under the baseball (Thumb Parallel to the ground) 

2. Control short movement (beat the ball - quick) 

3. Get underneath the baseball 

4. Catch the outside of the ball - beat the ball 

5. Always work back into center Mass…(midline of body) 

6. Glove always in front of knees 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jI-gKRIkjZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLB8m_Cd6DQ


7. Elbow never goes below glove 

8. Subtle movement - Extension of the elbow to Flexion of the elbow 

9. Eyes not body  

Drills Bare Hand: Always work back to the center mass of the body. 

 

1. Tennis ball or smaller ball/baseball receiving drill (soft hands/no glove)  

Work on catching it between index finger,middle and thumb - tape ring and pinky 

finger together or put a tennis ball in the palm of your hand being held by your ring and 

pinky fingers.  (Thumb underneath the ball, catch with index, middle and thumb) 

( Flip - 10 reps each side of the plate and low 30 reps) 

 

 

2. Same drill as above but the partner throws the ball from 20 feet. 

 

3. Six Shooter Drill 

Partner stands in front of the catcher 8 feet apart (tennis balls) with 3 tennis balls   in 

each hand. Partner flips Rt., Lt., Rt., Lt., Rt., Lt. (4 Rounds) 

 

4. Bounce Follow - Eyes 

Partner stands in front of the catcher 8 feet apart (tennis balls) with tennis balls in each 

hand. Bounce one tennis ball off the plate, followed by a flip. (eyes) (10-15 reps) 

 

5. Wall Rebound - Subtle movement (eyes) 

Partner stands behind the catcher with (tennis balls or lacrosse balls) in hand. Bounce 

one ball off the wall to frame (eyes/subtle movement) (15 reps) 

 

6. Wrist weight on left wrist -  

Place a weight on the left wrist (2.5 - 5lbs) and have your partner repeat drills 1-3  

 

Glove Framing Drills: Repeat Drills  1- 6 with less reps 

  

Progress to glove framing / receiving - 

Practice the slight U shape around the plate that we talked about while framing and try 

to push the ball back into the center mass - using only your shoulder, elbow and glove. 

There should be little movement in the upper body; we are simply pushing the ball back 

into the zone by curving our bodies slightly around the back of the plate to give the 

umpire the appearance that the pitcher actually hit his spot. Umpires nine times out of 

ten will give you the call on a ball off the plate if you do a good job of pushing the ball 

back into center mass with little-to-no perceived movement from the catchers’ initial 

location. 

 



Work on throwing footwork by finding a line and proceed to work out of your 

runners’- on - stance by gaining momentum towards second base. (T - Drill) Do 

this drill with no throwing. We want to work on footwork separately for now. Focus on 

getting our feet squared up with second base while gaining momentum towards our 

target. (25-35 reps) 

Throwdown receiving drill: work on receiving the baseball from a partner/ mom 

or dad. We want to make sure we aren’t swooping our gloves downward. This is a 

wasted movement. We want to be as quick as possible with our transition, so work on 

receiving the ball and bringing it directly to our ear where you then transfer the ball 

into your throwing hand. (50 reps) 

 

Stretching / minimal strength training: As a catcher you want to be as flexible 

and strong as possible and that all starts with your legs. During this time, we ask that 

you make sure before and after practicing that you do some kind of leg stretching / 

body squats to warm up and decompress. Here are just a couple ideas of things you 

could be doing to improve your body’s overall strength and flexibility: Hold each static 

stretch for 30-45 seconds. 

 

1. Toe touches 

2. Split legs toe touches 

3. Calf stretches 

4. Leg roll overs (lying down with arms out wide, swing opposite leg to 

opposite hand) 

5. Butterflies 

6. Burpees / body squats / push - ups 3 x 15 work up to reps of 25-50 

7. Seal stretch 

8. Cat and cow yoga positions 

9. Hip flexor (on All 4’s) - fire hydrants, leg circles, scorpions (push leg back 

and up as far as you can above head) 

10.  One leg splits (one knee down and stretch other leg out with hamstring on 

the ground) 

11.  Any additional yoga poses  

12.  Arm stretches (over the head, sleepers stretch, etc) 

13.  Hanging from pull - up bar (build forearm strength) 

14.  Grip workouts / forearm exercises (grabbers, wrist twists, etc) 

15.  Quad stretching (one leg back and the other out front while lying down) 

16.  Body Dips (if you can find somewhere to do them) - A chair 3 x 10 

17.  Crunchies / Abdominal workouts 50-100 reps 

18.  Russian twists with or without medicine ball 

19.  V- Ups 

 

 

 



I know it is hard to work when no one is there to congratulate you on a job well done, 

but that is exactly what you have to do. You must work when nobody is looking because that is 

how you evolve as athletes and as people. DON’T CHEAT YOURSELF OUT OF AN 

OPPORTUNITY TO BETTER YOURSELF.   

 

P.S. If you need any visual examples of good catching technique / drills go on YouTube and 

search major league catchers catching live pitchers. Watch drills online. Notice the glove work 

and the lack of dramatic movements with the body while framing / receiving. Watch their 

throwing mechanics and how they transition the baseball from their glove seamlessly. Try to 

emulate the techniques they use behind the dish.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Corner 1B (Holmquist/First base specific drills: 
 

 
First Base specific drills: (Family members or friends may be needed)  

a) Setup route to base 
1) Position diagonally about 10-14 feet from first base which can be 

something to lay flat on the floor/ground. 
2) Run to the base, ending with the right foot near the closest corner 
3) Rotate quickly to face the infield with a left leg drive or a jump spin 
4) Place heals on the corners of the infield side of the base. 
5) Practice fielding throws from various spots in the infield, shifting your 

non-glove hand foot on the bag closest to the spot where the throw 
originates before stretching to the ball with your glove. This step may 
need to be imaginary. 

       b)  Receiving Throws 
1) Stretch to the ball for as many possible destinations as possible, i.e. high, 

low, left, right, etc. Remember to shift the feet prior to the stretching. 
2) For balls that are low and may likely bounce, still stretch to the ball with 

the correct foot positioning, place the back of your hand on the ground and 
raise your glove to the ball to catch it.  



3) A tennis ball or tucked pair of socks can be used for indoor practice with 
your bare glove hand in lieu of the glove. 
 
 

1B Continued (Coach Christenson) 
 

1st Base Explanation and drills  
-all drills can use tennis balls or baseballs. Most will need a partner 

Defensive Positioning 
Prior to a pitch being thrown, the first basemen should always be in a ready position, expecting a 
ball to be hit their way or ready to quickly get to the base to receive a throw from somewhere in 
the infield. You will either be positioned at the normal first base spot off the bag, or, you will be 
on the bag holding that runner on (if there is a runner on first). We will discuss those two 
situations further below. 
Drills- 1-2 ready toes ready to react. 
Not Holding the Runner (bases empty) 
If the bases are empty, it is not necessary for a first basemen to position themselves on first base. 
They should instead take the normal first base position on the field, ready to make a play on a 
ball hit their way. Only when there is a runner on first base should the first basemen be position 
on the base holding the runner on. 
 
Holding the Runner (runner on first base) 

The first baseman should try to hold the lead runner only when possible. If another runner is at 
second or if there are bases loaded, the first basemen should keep the possibility of a pickoff 
attempt open. When runners are on first and third base, holding the runner on first base is an 
option that typically depends on whether the catcher has the ability to throw a runner out at 
second base. Holding the runner on base allows a better chance at getting the force out at second 
if a ground ball is hit in the infield on the next at-bat. 

Good communication between the pitcher and first baseman will help in the event of a pick off. 
Eye contact and subtle gestures work wonders when holding a runner at first. First basemen 
should just hold the runner on at first as normal and expect to slap a tag down on the runner 
immediately after receiving the throw from the pitcher. This can also happen if the catcher tries 
to “back-pick” the runner on first after a pitch is thrown. 

Drills- step shuffle, shuffle, stab tag, sweep tag 

Fielding Grounders 

When it comes to fielding ground balls at first base, it is pretty straight forward. You field the 
ball hit to you and step on first base to record the out. Where it can get tricky though, is if the 
ball pulls you too far off the base, or if there are other runners on and a double play or getting a 
lead runner out could potentially occur. Ground balls that pull the first baseman far from his base 



require that another player cover first base. This is typically the pitcher or second baseman's job, 
depending on where the ball is hit. 

Drills- Partner balls hit at you, glove side, backhand 

Starting a Double Play 

Having a strong arm as a first baseman comes in handy in many situations, especially when 
attempting to start or turn a double play. Double plays should only be started by fielding a 
ground ball and throwing it to second (with a runner on first), or by fielding the ground ball and 
touching first base, then throwing to second (this will result in the play at second no longer being 
a force out, but rather the runner must be tagged out). Double plays should never be started at 
third base by the first basemen, and should only ever be started at home plate with bases loaded 
and the infield in. 

Drills- Footwork clearing themselves. Follow the glove to where the ball is hit. 

 

Feeding the Pitcher 

In the instance of a bunt or ground ball to first base that takes the first baseman off of the bag, it 
is common that the pitcher will need to cover first base. It is important to feed the pitcher the ball 
in stride once it is fielded to make it easier for them to safely step on first base and peel off to the 
side to avoid the batter running down the line. Typically, it is best to underhand the ball to the 
pitcher. However, in some cases a ball may take a first baseman far off the bag, causing them to 
have to make a strong throw to the pitcher covering first base. 

Drills- partner up the line drills communicate, LEAD THE PITCHER BEFORE THEY 
GET TO THE BASE! 

Fielding Bunts 

When a runner is on first base, the first baseman should charge toward home plate as the pitch is 
released to field a bunt. In this case, the throw should go to second base (where the shortstop is 
covering) IF the throw is going to beat the runner coming from first. Otherwise, throw to first 
base (where you should find the second baseman covering). 

Drills- charging and then getting back to the bag. PROPER FOOTWORK TO SET UP 
YOUR THROW. 

Fielding Pop-ups 

Pop-ups to the first basemen are just like any other pop-up, which the added factor of having to 
avoid first base itself, and most of the time make a play in foul territory. Additionally, as a first 
basemen, any time you have the chance to call off the pitcher or catcher on a pop-fly, do it. It is 



much easier for you to make the catch running in than it is for the catcher with all his gear on and 
the pitcher having to maneuver around a sloped mound. 

Drills- use a partner for catching pop-ups around you and the bag 

Catching Throws 
This is the easiest part of playing the first base position, that is, of course, if the ball is thrown 
directly to your chest. Regardless of the type of throw you are catching, it is important to 
remember to keep your opposite glove hand foot on the bag at all times when catching the ball, 
to secure the out. 

Drills- catch the ball with different throws from everywhere, catcher, inside outside 
pitcher, and so on. 

Throws in the Dirt 

These are some of the more difficult throws to catch at first base. Balls thrown in the dirt can 
take all kinds of weird, unexpected hops. It is important to keep your eyes on the ball and go 
towards the ball with your glove in a scooping motion. Don’t jab at the ball to try and dig it out 
of the dirt; this will most likely result in missing the ball or not catching it cleanly. 

Drills- partner pick-offs,  all throws from 3rd, ss, 2nd in the dirt. 

Throws off the Bag 

Slightly easier than throws in the dirt, but still somewhat difficult to catch. Throws off the bag 
will require you to reach to one direction, most times stretched out as far as you can, to catch the 
ball while keeping your foot on the bag to record the out. 

Drills- Partner throws from to the bag, off the bag (tag), in the dirt. Be the fielder in the 
infield. 

Stretching for the Ball 

Flexibility plays a key role in the first basemen position. Being flexible will allow you to stretch 
out long lengths to help the ball reach your glove quicker. This will help in getting the out calls 
in bang-bang plays and will impress everyone watching if you suddenly go down to a full split to 
catch the ball to get the runner out. 

Work on foot work drills  

Heels to the bag, see the fielder stretch to the throw. React to the throw.  

 



 

 
 

 
  
  
  

 
Middle IF (Banitt) 

 
TCU’s 

1. On knees, no glove, one hops, 5 feet 
a. Middle (5 reps) 
b. Glove side (5 reps) 
c. Backhand (5 reps) 

2. Standing, with glove, one hops, 5 feet 
a. Middle (5 reps) 
b. Glove side (5 reps) 
c. Backhand (5 reps) 

3. *Rolling ball from 15 feet, v-cut to approach ball, then: 
a. Right, left, field ball, freeze (5 reps) 
b. Right, left, field ball, glove to chest, transfer, no throw (5 reps) 
c. Right, left, field ball, glove to chest, transfer, follow throw (5 reps) 

*This part of the drill sequence can be completed individually with a stationary 
ball instead of a moving ball; focus on footwork 
 

Triangle Drill (individual - can throw into a net or use a tennis ball and a hard wall) 
1. Work all the different throws for 2B and SS 
2. Stay low 
3. Pick a spot to aim about chest high 

 
Extended IF Drill 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IKKBDsnEnQ 
 
April 9th Update: The Mental Game 
 
      Hey guys, I hope you are all keeping your arms and legs in shape while we are apart.  While 
the weather has been getting nicer outside, the ground is starting firm up and you should be able 

https://youtu.be/1_FDIfDOdlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IKKBDsnEnQ


to find some grass/dirt somewhere that you can use for fielding practice.  Please continue to do 
our absolutes (TCU’s & Triangle Drill).  
      I would also encourage you to have someone hit (or throw) ground balls in your direction. 
Practice all kinds of ground balls: right at you, to your left, to your right, hot shots, slow rollers, 
choppers.  The more work you do now to stay prepared, the better we will all be when we can 
come back together as a team. 
 
Another important aspect of baseball is to stay mentally sharp.  When you are mentally checked 
in, you let your athleticism take over and focus on making the plays.  

1. Stay mentally sharp on rundowns!  Here’s a short video that illustrates the process for 
rundowns.   

2. How do you mentally recover from making an error?  Watch this! 
 
First and foremost, remember to stay healthy and do your part in keeping others around you 
healthy, too!  Wash your hands often, use sanitizing wipes on everything before and after you 
use them, and use hand sanitizer when you cannot wash your hands.  Practice social distancing. 
You should be able to do these drills with a family member or by yourself.  Together, we will all 
get through this.  Until next time… 
 
Coach Banitt 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Outfield (Dungey) 
 

Stationary ball drill progression-Groups of two or solo...drill starts with a ball and on the 
ground to simulate running through a ground ball pick up. 

-scoop to glove 

-scoop to glove then transfer 

-scoop to glove, transfer, to crowhop 

-scoop to glove, transfer, to crowhop, to simulated throw 

https://youtu.be/mgLMkRQKX18?list=PLMx7dI707h8vpGsqlmiRQYyIVYO9FXfcY
https://youtu.be/VhaHIHJKbKY


-Have partner stand across from you 30 feet or so and scoop to glove, crowhop, throw to partner. 
Partner sets ball down and repeats to send the ball back. 

-Partner rolls ball to player, scoop to glove, crowhop, and throw to partner.  5 reps then switch. 

 

3 ball drill-  Three baseballs arranged horizontally 10 yds apart.  Have players line up 10/feet 
behind the end ball.  They approach the first ball straight ahead and field with a do or die throw 
to home focusing on a hard simulated pick up, throw and crowhop.  For the second ball they turn 
around and play as they have had a ball hit over their head and they need to field it dead after it 
came off the wall.  They approach fast and crouch down low and press their hand down into the 
ground to prevent the ball slipping out of their fingertips in a game situation due to rushing the 
process.  After the press down they should shuffle forward once very hard and Sim throws an 
imaginary cutoff.  For the third ball they are again retreating slightly to a lateral ball that they 
want to round and pick up toward the infield to a cutoff or the final ball can be played as on over 
the throw catch.  The three ball always stay on the ground,  this is a great way to repeat a 
multitude of different scenarios. Once they all go through, go back the other way to do them all 
from the other direction. 

 

 

 
 
 

Hitting (Walsh) 
 

Burnsville High School Baseball  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iRFFuA0jQM 
 
Hitting Drills: 
 
Week 1-3: 
 
Dry Swings 
 
Take 25 dry/50 Tee swings each day. 
 
Focus on: 
 
Balance—Make sure you have balance in your swing at set up, through the swing, and at finish. 
 
Adjustability—Make sure you can adjust to various locations and pitch types. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iRFFuA0jQM


 
Repeatable—Make sure your swing has the same load, stride, and launch. 
 
It is helpful to stop your swing and check point of each element of your swing.  
 
The last five swings you take each day should include visualization.  Visualize various 
pitches/locations from a pitcher and see yourself driving the ball! 
 
Extra:  If you have access to a tee and a net, feel free to get some swings in. Pay close attention 
to your balance, adjustability, and repeatability. 
 
After your swings, wipe down your bat with a disinfectant wipe! 
 
Added 4/2/20 
 
Hitting Drills: 
 
Swing work: 
 
If you have access to a tee and a net, take 50 swings daily. 
 
Every swing should have a purpose, focus on quality swings.  You can work on locations, either 
working on one location per day or switching locations every 5-10 swings.  Make sure you work 
both low tee and high tee.  You can also work situational hitting or take simulated at bats.  You 
should always track the ball from an imaginary pitcher, not just focus on the ball.  Every swing 
should be an attempt at driving the ball. 
 
Mental Work: 
 
There are a lot of games on right now.  In addition to FoxNorth, ESPN, MLB network, etc. the 
college conference networks (Big 10, PAC 10, SEC, etc.) are showing games. 
 
Watch games from a critical standpoint.  Put yourself in the hitter’s shoes.  Predict the next 
pitch, verbalize your plan, and if it’s possible from the camera angle, make swing/don’t swing 
decision on each pitch.  You can get over 60 mental at bats a day watching just one game. 
Focus on learning from the pitcher—where’s their release point? do they tip pitches pre pitch? 
do they alter their delivery on different pitches? do they have an out pitch? do they have a get 
back in the count pitch? do they get in a pattern? do they always throw the same pitch for the 
first pitch? 
 
A lot can be learned from watching games critically, not as a fan. 
 
I hope all is well with all of you.  If there is anything you need, let me know. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

9th Grade Coaches (Becker, Duce) 
 

Expectations for 9th Graders-  
Depending on position do drills as shown above. Most all of you will be playing infield and 
outfield, so it would be in your best interest to get work in at both. Get pitching and catching 
work in as well. 

 
Bunting- Work on getting low with knee bend, your feet should stay parallel (No Pivoting of 
the back foot), hand placement while bunting ( Your hand closest to the barrel acts as the pivot 
point to direct the bunt), get the bat out over the strike zone so no drastic movements are needed 
to get to a pitch inside or outside. 
 
Leadoffs- Be consistent with your leadoff ( Left right shuffle shuffle) your leadoff should be in 
line with the back corner of the base, you should be on the balls of your feet, this is where you 
are most athletic and quick. Ask someone to emulate a right handed pitcher to work on getting 
reads on stealing/pickoffs. Remember to watch the heels of the front and back foot. Front foot 
goes up- Open your hip and drive towards 2nd base. Back Foot goes up- Get back to the base 
back corner. 

 
 
 
 
 

Indoor Strength Training (Coming)  
 
  

 
Post-Workout Stretch -   Static Stretch (hold each stretch for 1 full minute) 


